Abstract-Matching key terms is the main method for most engines for information retrieval, but this method cannot meet the needs of people who want to retrieve useful domain information. This is because that it doesn't consider the semantic relation of resources in the context. Ontology is an effective method that can solve the problem of domain knowledge sharing and semantic understanding. In this paper, an optimization strategy is presented for information retrieval domain, and an algorithm is also proposed for ontology concept similarity calculation. Experiments are carried out on the audit guidance system, and the results show that this method significantly improves the accuracy of information retrieval based on domain ontology.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of Internet, web has become a global information source. Search engine is a general way for users to gain information. However using the traditional search engine, it's usually quite difficult for the user to find the needed information accurately. There are following several reasons: The first reason is that the understanding of the user's problem is not accurate enough, which leads to a lot of noise in returned results so that the user can't easily find the information they need; The second reason is that the processing of information content mostly uses the coding-procedurebased pretreatment technology or text analysis technology, which reflect only one side of the content; The third reason is that the problem proposed by the users and information source content may not be completely consistent, and it is difficult to guarantee correctly matching between the content and user questions, and the correct rate is very low. To improve the existing retrieval accuracy of the system, we must solve the problems mentioned above. Some of the existing researches show that technology based on Ontology is one of the methods to solve these problems.
By the establishment of a Ontology based on the WordNet [5] , an approach in [1] has solved the problem of information retrieval from the yellow pages and product catalogues, but in general the yellow pages and product catalog information have a certain structure, therefore the technique used in [1] could not be well applied to retrieve in natural language text. References [2] [3] [4] focus on the universal Ontology that is applied to information retrieval and natural language understanding. But it is difficult or even impossible to building a universal Ontology which can cover all areas of knowledge. So a more realistic method is to establish a field of Ontology, and to use it to solve the specific problems of information retrieval on that field.
Traditional information retrieval methods are mainly divided into two categories. The one is the method based on keyword matching. This method first allows users to present a retrieval request in the form of key words, then performs a matching between keywords submitted by users and documents from a document library, finally returns to user the documents where the keywords submitted by the user appeared. At present, many search engines in Web are using this search method, such as Google [6] , Baidu [7] , etc. But a disadvantage of this method is that any semantic information is not contained in the retrieval process, which is a very important reason for the not-high retrieval accuracy. The other one is called conceptual information retrieval [8] , which extracts various conceptual information by processing information in the document on semantic level, thus forming a concept base, and then retrieves relative information in the concept base, and provide search results according to the understanding of user's question. This method overcomes the limitation that the semantic information retrieval is not considered in retrieval based on keywords, and this method has better natural language interface. But a disadvantage of the conceptual information retrieval is that the description of relations between concepts is not contained in the concept base, thus it is unable to deal with problems regarding relations between concepts.
Ontology is a clear description of the concept, which abstracts some applied field in the real world into a set of concepts and relations between concepts [9] . We put the Ontology into the traditional information retrieval technologies, which can not only inherit the advantages for conceptual information retrieval, but also can overcome the limitation that conceptual information retrieval cannot deal with relations between concepts. This paper discusses how to improve accuracy of retrieval in Pension Insurance domain, and it focuses on Ontology concept similarity calculation which plays an important role in information retrieval optimization [15] [16] [17] . Based on Ontology concept similarity, we propose an Information Retrieval model based on Ontology. Comparing with common retrieval models based on keywords, our model can improve the accuracy of retrieval efficiently.
II. STRATEGY OF DOMAIN INFORMATION RETRIEVAL OPTIMIZATION
It is difficult for machines to understand the keywords inputted by users. Mechanical matching is still the main strategy of current Search Engine for finding and sorting. Retrieval results cannot cover the synonyms for the words in the keyword list, which causes unsatisfactory accuracy and completeness of the search results [18] .
We present an optimized method to solve this problem. We add ontology into Search Engine, use semantic character of Ontology to optimize user inputs and then send the inputs to Search Engine.
According to Pension Insurance Ontology, our optimization methods are given as follows.
A. Optimization based on "subClassOf" Relation
"subClassOf" Relation represents the relationship layer of Ontology concepts, just like the Parent-Child Relationships in a tree structure [19] [20] [21] . We can build an Ontology concept tree structure with the help of "subClassOf" Relation. In this tree, every concept in the lower layer is the embodiment of those in the higher layer, and every concept in the higher layer is the generalization of those in the lower layer. Thus, we match keywords which we want to retrieve in the ontology tree. If such keyword exists, we can use sub-concepts instead of the origin word to improve the accuracy of retrieval process. If the desired keyword cannot be found, we can use the father concept to get more results. This method also can be used to generate a keyword set which can be used to generate more useful results.
B. Optimization based on Equivalent Relation and the Similarity of Ontology Concepts
Equivalent relation means that there exist concepts that have the same semantic. Compared with the method of retrieval by matching keywords, it has higher search efficiency, accuracy and comprehensive. We also increase or replace keywords by judging the similarity between concepts. An algorithm for the ontology concept similarity calculation is given in the next section.
C. Optimization based on Custom Relation
The pension insurance ontology which is used in the optimization strategy contains 11 relation attributes. These attributes reflect the constraint relation and the process of pension insurance business. Take "handing" as an example, we can get the concepts "issue", "payment", "declare" through the pension insurance ontology, because these business processes all need the process "handing", and the concept "operator" is the performer of "handing", and the "handing agency" is the agency of "handing". Continue finding, we can find the concept "examine and approve". In other words, using the ontology can get the relation concepts which reflect pension insurance business by a keyword. This strategy is also very useful in the question-answering system. As shown in Fig. 1 , it is a solution that the pension insurance ontology has been applied to social security domain information retrieval. The function of each module in Fig. 1 is as follows: The module of "social security entrance" is the interface to users, it is used to input search terms and check the retrieval results. The module of "social security audit ontology" is based on the pension insurance ontology in the format of OWL. The module of "search optimization" uses optimization strategies which are presented above to increase, replace and delete the retrieval keyword, then remove the same results in the many groups of results which are based on many groups of retrieval terms. The module of "web search engine" uses search engine to retrieve.
The goal of audit guidance system is to guide audit methods, policies and regulations. The core technology of the audit guidance system is retrieval process. The retrieval efficiency determines directly that whether the system can meet the needs of clients. This paper judges the efficiency of the optimization strategy by comparing the retrieval results according to the keywords matching and the optimization strategy presented above.
III. ONTOLOGY CONCEPT SIMILARITY

A. Related Research of Ontology Concept Similarity
The basis of concept similarity calculation using ontology is that the two concepts have a semantic correlation, and there exists a path in hierarchy network diagram. Resnik measures the semantic similarity of two words according to the maximum amount of information of their common ancestor node [22] . Agirre and Rigau take semantic distance, depth and area density of concept tree into consideration while calculating similarity between words [23] . Leacock and Chodorow propose a semantic similarity calculation model based on distance, which is simple and intuitive, but is heavily dependent on pre-established ontology hierarchical network [24] . Li et al calculate the similarity using China National Knowledge Infrastructure and Synonyms Dictionary, and it can be used in semantic disambiguation [25] . Liu and Li use HowNet to transform similarity calculation between concepts into calculation between sememes, and determine concept similarity by calculating the distance between sememes [26] . Zhu et al introduce the idea of semantic distance in Computational Linguistics to calculate concept similarity, but they take little consideration about the influencing factors of similarity [27] ; Huang and Zhou optimize the five decision factors of semantic similarity, and provide a new semantic similarity calculation model [28] .
B. Factors Affecting the Similarity
There are some principles to be considered when calculating concept similarity [29] . First of all, we need to quantify the similarity. The similarity is a numerical value which is generally between 0 and 1. If a similarity is not in this range, it should be normalized. Second, the similarity calculation should be simple, convenient and the computational complexity should be as low as possible. Third, take full advantage of the ontology characters, and take into account various impact factors as many as possible. Finally, the concept similarity should be symmetrical, that is Sim (C 1 , C 2 )=Sim (C 2 , C 1 ).
Definition 1 Semantic coincidence degree means the number of the same superior concepts of inner concepts in the ontology. Semantic coincidence degree shows the degree of similarity [15] .
Use OL (C 1 , C 2 ) to denote the semantic coincidence degree of the two concepts C 1 and C 2 . O(C 1 ) denotes the set of nodes while node C 1 up going to root node, |O(C 1 )| denotes the length of set O(C 1 ), then the semantic coincidence degree of C 1 and C 2 is
The greater the semantic coincidence degree is, the greater the similarity; with the increase of coincidence degree between concepts, their similarity also increases.
Definition 2 Semantic distance means the number of edges that are crossed by the shortest path which connects two concept nodes in ontology diagram, that is, the number of directed edges of the shortest distance between two concepts.
The greater the semantic distance is, the lower the similarity. It is a commonly used measurement to represent semantic distance using the number of directed edges of the shortest path. However, in the hierarchical tree of ontology, the organization of concept is top-down, and the classification is from big to small, from coarse to fine, the similarity between concepts that far away from the root is greater than between concepts that near the root.
Definition 3 The width of concept means the number of nodes that are the direct child nodes of concept C. It is denoted as Wid (C).
Definition 4 (The weight of concept) Using Weight(C) to denote the weight of concept C, using Parent(C) to denote the father node of concept C, and the weight of concept C is formulated by
Definition 5 (The weight of edge) the edges introduced from concept C have the same weight, using the weight of concept C to present the edge weight. Denoting the edge from C 1 to C 2 as edge (C 1 , C 2 ), then
Then, the edge weight can denote the semantic distance of two concepts, that is, the sum of weight of edges that are crossed by the shortest path of two concepts. Assume that C 1 , C 2 … C n is the shortest path between concept C 1 and C n , then:
Definition 6 (The depth of concept) In an ontology tree, assume that the depth of root node Root is 1, that is, Dep(Root)=1, then the depth of other nodes is
Definition 7 (The depth of tree) The depth of tree Dep(Tree) is the biggest depth of nodes in the tree, that is:
In the hierarchical tree of ontology, the similarity increases when the two concepts get near to the root. The similarity of two concepts with the same semantic distance increases with the growth of the sum of their depth, and decreases with the growth of the depth difference.
If the two concepts have a larger amount of shared information, then their similarity is larger. Each concept can be regarded as a refinement of its ancestor node, and every child node contains the information of all its ancestor nodes. In order to make full use of information theory and the theory of probability and statistics, the paper introduces statistic characters of ontology to similarity calculation.
Definition 8 (The information amount of concept C) Denoting P(C) as () a PC total amout of training data 
a=number of times that concept C appears in training data. Then the information amount of concept C, namely Info(C) is
Definition 9 (The edge strength) The strength of directed edge, namely edge (
Definition 10 (The strength between two concepts) The strength between two concepts C 1 and C n is the sum of strength of edges in the shortest path of C 1 and C n . Assume that C 1 , C 2 … C n is the shortest path between concept C 1 and C n , then:
C. The Formula of Concept Similarity Considering the factors affecting the similarity mentioned above, we propose the formula of concept similarity:
As we can see, the concept similarity is positively correlated with semantic coincidence degree and the concept strength is negatively correlated with semantic distance and depth difference.
D. Realization of Algorithm
In order to facilitate the computing of the ontology concept similarity, this paper defines the ontology in the form of O : < C , R , Cr>, in the definition, O means ontology, C means concept, R means the relation between concepts, Cr means taxonomic concept which is the relate hierarchy concept of the concept "C". And the Cr can be defined in the form of < C, R , C>. Then we can get the index table which makes the concept as a key value in the form of <<C，<C , R , C>>>. By the concept index table, we can organize the ontology as a concept syntax tree. At last this paper presents a concept similarity computing algorithm defined on concept tree [30] .
Definition 1: Concept syntax tree is a group that consists of four elements in the form of "concept Tree:< C , D , CNs , PN >", where C means concept, D means the depth value which is the depth of concept in the ontology concept syntax tree, CNs means the children concept set of "C", PN means the parent concept of "C".
Our recursive algorithm which generates the concept syntax tree is as follows. After generating the concept syntax tree, this paper presents some formulas and definitions about the concept similarity computing. The concept similarity value between two concepts generally is expressed as num 0 to 1, and the greater num means the greater similarity. For example, formula 1 means the relation between the similarities of concept "c1" and "c2".
is favor of the ontology integration of medical insurance ontology, maternity insurance ontology and so on. Fig. 3 shows the visualization of some ontology about the concept "person" and "unit", where black line means the object attributes which are contained by the concept, such as concept "person" contains object attribute "name", "sex", "residence", "ID num", "nation" and so on, and red line means the taxonomic relation between concepts, they are likely to be the parent class and child class relations in the object-oriented programming, such as concept "person" has a child concept "workers", concept "workers" has concepts "enterprise's employee", "farm worker" and so on. These children concepts all inherit the object attribute of their parent concept.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This chapter first makes an experiment which computes ontology concept similarity using algorithm 2. We get a matrix of 163 dimensions, as shown in Fig. 4 . After domain experts' checking, the similarity matrix reflects the real similarity between pension insurance ontology concepts. It also reflects the validity of the pension insurance ontology constructed by our laboratory. In order to verify whether the strategies of domain information retrieval optimization work or not, we carried out an experiment to analyze the retrieval effectiveness. The experimental environment is Google search engine, Baidu search engine and the audit guidance system which is developed by our laboratory. Take retrieve "person" as an example, in pension insurance domain, concept "person" has some special meanings such as "insured people", "insured workers" and so on. But concept "person" is a generalized concept in daily life. Fig. 5 shows the retrieval results of "person" by Google. We can find that the retrieval result retrieved by Google is unsatisfactory. We then take "person" as a retrieval word, and use the optimization strategy to optimize the retrieve process. Through the pension insurance ontology, it can get concept "insured people", "insured workers" by the relation of equivalence, and it also gets concept "enjoying treatment people", "insured state" by relation "subClassOf". Through the concepts and relations, we can get 4 groups of retrieval words, such as "person + insured people", "person + insured workers", "person + insured state", "person + enjoying treatment people". Table 1 compares the experimental results between "person" and "units" which are taken as retrieval word individually through different search engines and retrieval systems. The result is in the form of "num1/num2", num1 means the num of useful results at the first 40 results; num2 means the num of all the retrieval results. The audit guidance system only shows the first 40 results, so the num2 is 40 at the audit guidance system. Because the common search engine is for general knowledge, it is unsatisfactory in order to get domain knowledge. Experimental results show that the strategy of domain information retrieval optimization is more effective than before.
